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Abstract 

 Progress in the classical field of EHL has for decades been paralyzed by the assumption 

that shear-thinning should be indistinguishable from the shear dependence of the viscosity of a 

liquid heated by viscous dissipation and that the parameters of this simple shear dependence can 

be obtained from the shape of a friction curve. In the last few years, by abandoning this 

assumption and employing real viscosity measured with viscometers, there has been 

revolutionary progress in predicting film thickness and friction.  Now Spikes and Jie conclude 

that the previous assumption has as much merit as the use of viscosity measured in viscometers.  

This suggestion may be popular among those who wish to ignore viscometer measurements in 

favor of extracting properties from friction curves.  However, within the subject article there are 

numerous misstatements of fact and misrepresentations by omission and the recent progress 

using real viscosity is not acknowledged.  The debate has degenerated into a friction curve fitting 

competition which is not helpful. The great progress of the last few years would not have been 

possible using the concepts and methods espoused in this article. 

 

 

Key Words: EHL Friction (Traction), Non-Newtonian Behavior, Rheology, Viscosity-Pressure, 

Viscosity-Temperature, Thermal Effects in EHL 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

 Spikes and Jie present a history of work in elastohydrodynamic lubrication (EHL) friction 

with emphasis on shear-thinning.  For several decades, progress in understanding film forming 

and friction in elastohydrodynamic lubrication (EHL) was paralyzed by two unsupported 

assumptions. The first is that the inlet zone is Newtonian so that the pressure dependence of 

viscosity can be calculated from the central film thickness.  The second is that the shear 

dependence of viscosity, the constitutive behavior, is indistinguishable from the shear 

dependence of the viscosity of a liquid heated by viscous dissipation and that the parameters of 

this simple shear dependence can be obtained from the shape of a friction curve.  In the last few 

years, by abandoning these assumptions and employing viscosity measured with viscometers, 

there has been a revolution in understanding [1-11]. 

 The authors of the subject paper [12] have suggested that the last assumption is indeed 

correct and may even be preferred.  This suggestion may be popular among those who wish to 

ignore viscometer measurements in favor of the much easier approach of extracting properties 

from friction curves.  However, within this article there are numerous misstatements of fact and 

misrepresentations by omission and the recent progress using real viscosity is not acknowledged.  

We will address these errors and omissions in the following.   

 

2. MISREPRESENTATIONS 

 

2.1 Pressure and Temperature Dependence of Viscosity 

 The log viscosity versus pressure inflection, which occurs at a material-specific roughly 

constant viscosity, has been an embarrassment to classical EHL and is seldom modeled correctly.  

The subject paper states “In 1953, an influential study sponsored by the ASME studied 56 

lubricants having a wide range of structures and viscosities up to a pressure of 1 GPa. This 

indicated that the majority of lubricating oils have concave-shaped [toward the pressure axis] 

curves up to 1 GPa in the temperature range 0 to 200°C.” Such a statement precludes the 

inflection in most cases over the stated range of pressure; however, the statement is just not true.  

The ASME report [13] investigated 43 liquids, both pure chemicals and lubricating oils. Pressure 
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up to 1.0 GPa could be generated; however, the viscosity could be measured to only 300 Pa·s.  

For temperatures up to 200°C as stated, 18 samples had measurements terminated below 0.7 GPa 

and only 10 were measured to the pressure stated in the subject paper, 1 GPa.  Although these 

limitations often prevented reaching the inflection viscosity, 14 liquids did show an inflection.  

Had all samples been investigated over the range of temperature and pressure stated in the 

subject paper, the liquids which did not solidify (glass-formers) would surely have crossed the 

inflection. 

 The misrepresentation of the ASME report has been an important part of classical EHL.  

Roelands simply discarded data which did not fit his correlation [14] at both high and low 

pressure.  However, this correlation, which ignores the inflection, remains widely used by the 

community.  Note also that a fixed value of Z means that this model cannot represent an 

inflection.  There are many other examples of misrepresentation of the ASME report.   

 Temperature affects the EHL film through the temperature dependence of viscosity 

which can be characterized by a temperature coefficient of viscosity. This parameter has usually 

been understated in classical EHL studies employing the sinh-law [15].  The second term in the 

thermal correction, equations (9) and (45), of the subject paper assumes that the viscosity has no 

temperature dependence, it ignores thermal feed-back which alters the temperature distribution.  

It is stated in the paper “… β is the temperature coefficient of viscosity. Bair suggests a value for 

β of 0.05.”  This statement is false and misleading.  Actually, Bair suggests that an accurate 

value from a viscometer be used for β which is generally many times greater than 0.05 K-1 at 

EHL pressure.   

  

2.2 The Mechanics of the Eyring Theory and Real Shear-Thinning 

 The mechanics of the stress-assisted, thermally activated (Eyring) theory of viscous flow 

as described in the subject paper and illustrated in their Figure 8 are unsound.  The mechanics of 

Eyring’s theory were first refuted in the Fifties [16, 17] and more recently by Greenwood [18].  

The diffusive motion as shown in that figure cannot be driven by a shear stress applied to the 

liquid as there would be equal and opposite forces applied to the molecule which cancel.  See 
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Figure 1, reproduced from Mooney [16].  Likewise, the motion shown in the figure does not 

result in shear strain. 

 It is stated in the subject paper that "Polymer shear thinning is generally considered to 

involve polymer molecule alignment, while in EHD contacts, shear thinning with characteristic 

linear/log shear stress versus strain rate response is seen even for simple, spherical type 

molecules, such as cyclohexane, where alignment is very unlikely..."  Cyclohexane is not 

spherical but rather a “kinked” plate.  Without invoking molecular alignment, one cannot explain 

the effects of anisotropy, which accompany real shear-thinning, such as flow birefringence [19, 

20] and normal stress differences [21] in shear of simple molecules as well as polymers.  The 

stress-optic coefficient has been measured for liquids as simple as nonane [20].  Thus 

birefringence and normal stresses conclusively demonstrate that alignment occurs and is 

responsible for shear-thinning of simple liquids.   

 The first normal stress difference in a mineral oil sheared under pressure and measured 

with a pressurized Weissenberg rheogoniometer is shown in Figure 2 and compared with the 

prediction of the upper convected Maxwell model.  This prediction is also useful for the same 

phenomenon in polymer solutions in the terminal regime with orders of magnitude lower 

effective shear modulus, G.  The Eyring theory is silent on these aspects of real shear-thinning.  

The first normal stress difference is essential to the calculation of the magnitude and direction of 

the principal shear stress which controls the onset and direction of slip in high pressure lubricant 

films [22] and shear cavitation at low pressure. 

 Eyring theory is also silent on the analogy between steady and oscillatory shear known as 

the Cox-Merz rule and on the principal of time-temperature pressure superposition which should 

be the basis of applying shear-thinning models to practical tribology problems.  The shear-

thinning seen in near-critical fluids due to density fluctuations is remindful of Eyring theory; 

however, the shear-thinning in such an atomic fluid, is Carreau [23] not sinh-law.  

 

2.3 The Thermal Origin of the Sinh-Law 
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 The subject paper asserts that Bair and co-workers argue that “Shear stress versus strain 

rate behaviour in high-stress viscometers does not obey the Eyring equation but does fit the 

Carreau–Yasuda equation.”  Bair and co-workers do, in fact, find "Eyring" behavior from 

viscometers when the viscous power is sufficient to thermally soften the material.  However the 

thermal explanation for sinh-law response in capillaries is well-recognized [24].  When Eyring 

did his work the thermal problem was not recognized and the response was attributed to 

thixotropy, not shear-thinning as stated in the subject paper.  See the example in Figure 3 where 

the “Eyring stress” is 0.12eτ =  MPa for the long capillary and 1.2eτ =  MPa for the short 

capillary.  Eyring obtained values of the “Eyring stress” for lubricating oils under high pressure 

[25] from similar thermally softened capillary measurements of Norton, et al. [26] and his 

reported values of the “Eyring stress” are about an order-of-magnitude lower than for Figure 3 

because the capillary was longer.  Gerrard et al. [24] demonstrated the effect of capillary length 

on temperature.  The thermal problem with the measurements upon which Eyring based his 

opinion of the response of simple liquids to shear should, of course, be mentioned whenever 

Eyring is quoted on this subject.  A critical problem for classical EHL has been this inability to 

distinguish thermal softening from shear-thinning which may explain the preoccupation with 

high shear rates.   

 The insinuation that Bair’s measurements may be tainted by response time related 

thermal effects is odd considering that it was Bair who discovered the connection between 

response time and thermal softening in Couette viscometers [27] and provided the remedy [28]. 

  

2.4 Viscosity of DEHP 

 The most important frictional property of the liquid in an EHL film is arguably the low-

shear viscosity at elevated pressure.  In another paper by Spikes [29], appearing at about the 

same time as this, the low-shear viscosities were determined which were required to fit the sinh-

law to friction from EHL contact measurements at 60, 80 and 100°C and average pressures of 

0.63, 0.86, 1.5 and 2.0 GPa.  The liquid was di(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate (DEHP) which has been 

proposed as a viscosity reference liquid so that there is high pressure data available.  There are 

data available from Exxon Research to 3 GPa [30] for a similar phthalate diester, 
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dibutylphthalate (DBP). As shown in Figure 4, these data show that the Yasutomi correlation 

will extrapolate reasonably well to 3 GPa from data to 1.4 GPa when the fitted data encompass 

the inflection and the second, artificial, inflection is at much greater pressure.   

 A published Yasutomi correlation for DEHP [31] was obtained from viscometer data for 

pressure to 1.4 GPa and is plotted in Figure 5 as the curves along with the viscosity from Spikes 

[29] as the points.  The errors in most cases must be given in orders-of-magnitude rather than 

percent and range up to at least five orders-of-magnitude.  The subject article now claims that 

accurate viscosities of DEHP support the sinh-law.  Both cannot be true unless, of course, there 

are sufficient adjustable parameters to make viscosity irrelevant.  If understanding of the origins 

of EHL friction is the goal, rather than simple curve fitting, then a different approach is 

necessary.   

A faulty argument often made in classical EHL to avoid comparison with accurately 

measured viscosities is to point out that the low-shear viscosities from viscometers are measured 

at different shear rates than exist in the film.  The comparison here is between viscometer 

measurements on the one hand and the viscosity, η , in Spikes [29], equation (33) and pη  in 

Spikes and Jie [12], equation (4) on the other hand.  These equations unambiguously define the 

Spikes viscosities as the generalized viscosity in the limit of zero shear rate or stress. The 

viscosities plotted in Figure 5 were measured at shear stress of only 50 Pa, assuring that they are 

the limiting-low-shear viscosities as defined in the subject papers.  

 

2.5 Thermally Corrected Friction Curves 

 It is not possible to thermally correct a Couette viscometer in the non-Newtonian regime.  

Doing so would require foreknowledge of the constitutive behavior which is being sought.  Then 

it cannot be possible to thermally correct the much more complex EHL film.  There is no single 

temperature that characterizes the thermal EHL film.  Temperature varies along and across the 

film.  Therefore, a single value for the temperature increase, ∆T, should not be assigned by 

equation (9) or (45) of the subject paper.  The temperature rise varies not only with the pressure, 

temperature and stress dependence of the lubricant viscosity but also with the pressure and 
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temperature dependence of the lubricant thermal properties. This latter dependence is crucial for 

an accurate prediction of friction in the “thermoviscous” regime [8]. Failing to account for it, 

leads to an underestimation of friction [7].  In fact, neglecting any increase in the thermal 

conductivity of the lubricant within EHL conjunctions, which at 1GPa may reach twice its 

ambient value (as asserted by Spikes and Jie on page 7) or also neglecting variations of its 

volumetric heat capacity leads to an underestimation of heat removal by the lubricant from the 

contact by conduction and advection. As such, temperatures would be over-predicted and friction 

coefficients underestimated. 

 In the subject paper, there is no explanation of how the friction curves were thermally 

corrected.  There is only reference to Conroy, et al. and Evans and Johnson ([25] and [36] of the 

subject paper) who employed equation (9) of the subject paper. Therefore, since Spikes and Jie 

are defending the concept and praising its merits, it must be assumed that the same equation 

assigning a single temperature to the film was employed.  The second term of equation (9) does 

not represent the distribution of temperature across the film but only the temperature at the 

midplane of the film.  This term also ignores thermal feed-back from the temperature 

dependence of viscosity and the very constitutive behavior which is what the authors seek to 

determine.  Neither of these properties is present in equation (9) of the subject paper.  Therefore, 

the thermal correction cannot be trusted. 

  

2.6 EHL Fiction Curves as Logarithmic 

 The authors point to the shape of a friction curve as an indication of sinh-law behavior.  

“A characteristic feature of EHD friction measurements, as can be seen in Figs. 4, 5 and 6, is that 

they invariably show linear mean shear stress versus log(strain rate) behaviour at high strain 

rates, until thermal effects ensue. Furthermore, application of thermal correction results in this 

linearity being preserved to even higher strain rates. This behaviour is anticipated from the 

Eyring model for shear thinning …” The authors are referring to a typical shape of measured 

friction curves which in their view corresponds to a certain rheological behavior of the lubricant. 

As has recently been shown [8, 32], the shape of traction curves varies greatly depending on 

Hertzian contact pressures. At high contact pressures, lubricated traction curves become virtually 
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indistinguishable from dry ones and therefore it is dangerous to relate them directly to a specific 

rheological behavior of the fluid.  

 The nature of friction curves with dry contact has been thoroughly investigated by Carter 

[33] and later refined by Johnson and by Kalker. The mechanism responsible is tangential elastic 

displacement at the surfaces of the solid bodies which linearly depends on the applied shear 

forces as long as there is no sliding motion. These tangential displacements and the respective 

elastic strains, are directly related to the slide-to-roll ratio. As the local shear stresses will always 

exceed the maximum friction value starting from the trailing edge of the contact, the measured 

curves will never be strictly linear but only nearly linear in the vicinity of the origin. With 

increasing friction force, the sliding zone within the contact area will grow and nonlinearity will 

become evident, leading to a digressive trend until eventually there is sliding in the complete 

contact and the maximum friction is acting everywhere across the contact.  

 Very similar effects will appear in lubricated contacts although the mechanisms are 

different. An unlubricated contact generates the same behavior [34, 35], that is, linear mean shear 

stress versus log(sliding velocity) and a value of Eyring stress for empty space can be extracted.  

The Eyring stress of nothing [35] can be about the same as the reported Eyring stress of DEHP at 

100°C in the subject paper. 

 The subject paper dismisses the connection between pressure fragility and the slope of 

the logarithmic friction with “In 1990, Bair and Winer thus proposed that a combination of 

Newtonian viscosity with Barus piezoviscous response in regions of the contact below a critical 

pressure and having a limiting shear stress in regions above it … was able to give the required 

linear/log response. Unfortunately, as noted in a Discussion to this paper, their mathematical 

analysis was flawed.”  This statement is misleading.  Clifton in his discussion [36] merely 

pointed out that a certain expression could be integrated in its original form before making the 

simplification of pressure near Hertzian.  Applying the same simplification after integration leads 

to the same conclusion that the logarithmic slope depends on fragility.  Furthermore, the 

relationship between pressure fragility and the logarithmic friction slope has been born out 

experimentally [35, 37].  More fragile liquids produce lower logarithmic friction slopes. 
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2.7 EHL Film Thickness 

 The ability to understand and predict film thickness, without simply adjusting a pressure-

viscosity coefficient [38], must be established prior to a prediction of friction since film 

thickness determines the shear rate and because of superposition the same shear-thinning law 

should apply to the inlet zone as to the Hertz zone.  The sinh-law is not capable of predicting the 

effect of shear-thinning on EHL central film thickness when real pressure-viscosity response is 

used.  When the Eyring stress is made small enough to bring the predicted pure rolling film 

thickness down to the measured value, the film thickness becomes sensitive to sliding in a way 

that has not been seen experimentally [2, 39-42].   

 In several recent investigations involving numerical simulations with measured 

rheological properties, it has been clearly demonstrated that a Carreau-type shear-thinning model 

yields excellent agreement between the simulated and measured film thickness data. However, 

the sinh-law completely fails to capture the film-thinning attributed to simple shear-thinning in 

the inlet zone. This is reiterated in Figure 6 which compares the experimental and simulated 

values of central film thickness pertaining to PAO [1] obtained using Carreau and sinh-law based 

models. The most commonly used value of Eyring stress, 107 Pa, rules out the possibility of any 

shear-thinning effect in the inlet zone and yields highly overestimated values of film thickness. 

On the other hand, Eyring stress of 80 kPa, adjusted to match the lowest speed, gives highly 

underestimated film thickness values for higher rolling speed. 

 Figure 7 compares the measured relative viscosity of PAO with the Carreau model used 

in [1] and the Eyring sinh-law.  The Eyring stress is assumed to be 80 and 200 kPa in the figure.  

Clearly the sinh-law is incapable of describing real shear-thinning measured in a viscometer and 

this is the reason for its failure to describe the influence of shear-thinning on film thickness.  A 

similar exercise can be done for mineral oils.  Notice also in Figure 7, that any of the flow curves 

under any of the three combinations of temperature and pressure would be sufficient to extract 

the Carreau parameters used in the Carreau model shown in the figure.  This is a validation of the 

well-known principle of time-temperature-pressure superposition which is violated by the 

methodology in the Spikes and Jie paper. 
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2.8 Fitting Rheological Equations of State to Friction Curves 

 It is not the purpose of a constitutive equation to “fit” a friction curve.  It is the purpose of 

a constitutive equation to fit a rheological flow curve.  It seems that the discussion has 

degenerated into a curve fitting contest.  What is clearly shown in the subject paper is that 

friction curves may be “fit” with many expressions regardless of physical significance.  If the 

methods espoused in the subject paper, which have been used for decades, had merit, why were 

there so many unresolved issues, like the effect of shear-thinning on film thickness, until the 

recent analyses were done using real viscosity measured with viscometers?   

 Fitting empirical equations to friction data is not the same as predicting friction any more 

than fitting alpha values to film thickness data is predicting film thickness.  When the friction 

curve can be calculated from primary properties prior to any measurement of friction, then a true 

prediction will have been made.  We are very close to that achievement today [7, 10]. 

 

2.9 Molecular Dynamics Simulations 

 The subject paper states that published molecular dynamics simulations “… have 

provided support to many different models of shear thinning, including both the Eyring and 

Carreau equations, e.g. [109–114].”  This statement is misleading.  One publication, by Lacks 

([112] of the subject paper), uses Eyring potential barriers to describe the potential energy 

landscape for simple liquids; however, the shear response is power-law.  Two, ([109, 113] of the 

subject paper), could not distinguish between sinh-law and power-law.  The others clearly 

support power-law.  In fact, the simulations of reference [115] of the subject paper provided the 

same relationship between shear stress and the first normal stress difference in the terminal 

regime as for the mineral oil shown in Figure 2. 

 

3. CONCLUSION 

Regarding the subject paper: 
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1. The conclusions regarding the log viscosity versus pressure inflection are not supported by the 

ASME report as stated and the temperature viscosity coefficient used was not suggested by Bair 

for EHL pressures as stated. 

2. The mechanics of viscous flow for simple molecules as presented are not sensible and do not 

explain the observed response of simple liquids such as normal stress differences and flow 

birefringence. 

3. The sinh-law espoused in the paper is an expression for shear-thinning that fails to exclude 

viscous heating in viscometers and that has led the EHL community to an historic confusion 

between real shear-thinning behavior and viscous heating. 

4. The thermal correction for friction which assumes an average temperature to characterize the 

entire contact cannot be useful. 

5. The subject paper clearly shows that friction curves may be “fit” with many expressions 

regardless of physical significance.  Fitting empirical equations to friction data is not predicting 

friction any more than fitting alpha values to film thickness data is predicting film thickness. 

6. If there was value to the criticisms of the use of viscometers contained in the subject paper the 

great progress made in understanding film-forming and friction in the last seven years [1-11] 

would not have occurred. 
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Figure 1. One example refuting the mechanics of the Eyring explanation for the sinh-law. 

Reprinted with permission from Mooney, M. (1957). A theory of the viscosity of a Maxwellian 
elastic liquid. Transactions of The Society of Rheology, 1(1), 63-94. Copyright 1957, the Society 

of Rheology. 
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Figure 2. The first normal stress difference in a mineral oil in Couette shear measured with a 
pressurized Weissenberg rheogoniometer. 
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Figure 3. Example of the thermal origin of the sinh-law which in Eyring’s time was thought to be 
thixotropy.  Data from the Georgia Tech capillary viscometer using two different length 

capillaries resulting in two values of Eyring stress for the same conditions. 
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Figure 4. The Yasutomi correlation as the curves for DBP with parameters regressed from data 
from Exxon research [30] at pressures from 0.25 to 1.4 GPa compared to measurement up to 3 

GPa. 
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Figure 5. The published Yasutomi correlation for DEHP [31] shown as the curves along with the 
viscosity from Spikes, 2014 [29] as the points.   
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Figure 6.  Film thickness calculations for a PAO using two shear-thinning laws.  Data points are 
the measured film thickness. 
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Figure 7. The measured viscosity of the PAO relative to the low-shear viscosity for three 
conditions of temperature and pressure generated in two different viscometers.  Time-

temperature-pressure superposition is confirmed.  The Eyring sinh-law with Eyring stress of 80 
kPa and 200 kPa is shown as the dashed curves. 


